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1 Introduction 

This article was focused on Cyber-attacks on Czech Republic which was made by 
hacktivists. In first part I will describe what is hacktivism and forms of hacktivism. 
Then I will enumerate chronologically all attacks since 2011 to the present and 
describe which of them was made by hacktivists and reasons of their actions. In last 
part of my paper I will focus on one of the most active movement in Czech Republic. 

2 Hacktivism 

Hacktivism is the act of hacking, or breaking into computer systems, for politically or 
socially motivated purpose. The individual who performs an act of hacktivism is a 
hacktivist. Hacktivist uses the same tools and techniques as a hacker, but he follows 
politically or socially objectives. 

2.1   Forms of hacktivism 

Code: software and websites can achieve political purposes. For example, the 
encryption software PGP can be used to secure communications. [2] 
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Website mirroring: is used as a circumvention tool to bypass censorship blocks on 
websites. It is a technique that copies the content of a censored website and posts it to 
other domains and subdomains that are not censored. [2] 

Geo-bombing: a technique in which netizens add a geo-tag while editing YouTube 
videos so that the location of the video can be displayed in Google Earth. [2] 

Anonymous blogging: a method of speaking out to a wide audience about human 
rights issues, government oppression, etc. that utilizes various web tools such as free 
email accounts, IP masking, and blogging software to preserve a high level of 
anonymity. [2] 

Recap: is software that was written to “liberate US case law” and make it freely 
available online. The software project takes the form of distributed document 
collection and archival. [2] 

3 Cyber-attacks on Czech Republic 

3.1 Czech Saving Bank warns of fraudulent emails that attempt to extract 
personal information from people 

Czech Saving Bank recorded an increased occurrence of fraudulent emails that 
attempted to extract sensitive internet-banking information from clients through 
phishing emails. 

3.2 Fraudulent emails attempt to extract personal information from UPC clients 

UPC warned its clients of fraudulent emails that had been circulating on the internet. 
Hackers were trying to extract access information to email accounts from UPC 
customers. 

3.3   Insidious virus steals user names and passwords from people 

This issue was a malware called Dorkbot that spreads out through replaceable media 
and gathers user names and passwords in the computer, those the user fills in online in 
access forms. That information is send to hacker’s computer afterwards. 



3.4   Fraudulent emails targeted to ING clients 

Attacker is trying to gain access to user accounts, just like in the previous cases, 
through a fraudulent email that requires entering user name and password. This 
information is sent to the phisher so he can “clean out” the account. 

3.5   Hackers blocked Czech Anti-piracy Union web page (hacktivism) 

Anonymous movement blocked Czech Anti-piracy Union web page. This was meant 
to be a vengeance for blocking of Megaupload server. Announcement of one hacker: 
“Our objective is clear, we want to show that Anonymous are strong in the Czech 
Republic as well as in Slovakia”. 

3.6   Hackers attacked Czech government web page (hacktivism) 

Anonymous movement was targeting especially OSA (Czech Union of Authorship 
Protecting), the reason to attack OSA was disapproval of the ACTA agreement, “this 
agreement is aiming for limitation of freedom on the internet”, stated the hacker in 
their announcement. 

3.7   Anonymous seized control over web pages of ODS (The Civic Democratic 
Party of the Czech Republic), the party was pleased with this issue (hacktivism) 

Anonymous movement placed a statement condemning the ACTA agreement on ODS 
page. Media were informed about this act in the morning hours. The Civic 
Democratic Party commented in this act saying that there could not have been 
promotion of their party before the elections. 

3.8   Anonymous hackers published personal data of thousands of ODS members 
(hacktivism) 

After stealing these data, the Anonymous movement sent them to the media. This was 
meant to be a continuation of previous attacks. 

3.9 Hackers attacked Czech web pages of the Phonographic Federation 
(hacktivism) 

Czech web pages of International Federation of the Phonographic Industry IFPI were 
attacked by anonymous movement. This resulted into a temporary stoppage. Reason 
of this attack was publishing false information about the ACTA agreement. 



3.10   Czech National Television hack 

Hacker managed to break into Czech National Television web pages. He replaced the 
archive data with hacker’s declaration informing about weak security of the server. 
For instance, sentences like this were contained: “You probably ask yourself: who are 
those evil hackers? What are they fighting for?” 

3.11   Hackers attacked Miroslav Kalousek’s web pages – Czech Minister of 
Finance (hacktivism) 

Hackers placed their own pronouncement on the web pages, in which they are 
accusing the minister of saving money inappropriately. 

3.12   Hackers attacked minister’s Drabek web pages (hacktivism) 

Minister of work and social affairs Jaromir Drabek’s personal web pages were a target 
of hackers as well. The responsibility was claimed by a group called Piratez’Sez that 
had informed about this attack on its Twitter profile. 

3.13   Hackers uncovered “adult movies” on Chamber of Deputies web pages 

Hackers revealed several security holes in the system of Chamber of Deputies web 
pages and this happened only a few days after the new version was released.  

3.14   Hackers are trying to decoy money from Czech Saving Bank’s clients 

In this case, we are facing a fraudulent email as well as a new type of computer virus 
that invites you to entering an SMS code for a transaction you haven’t ordered. In 
case you enter this code to internet banking, it will result into permission to transfer 
the payment to hacker’s bank account. 

3.15   Did you vote for us? You are half-witted! Anonymous attacked Brno 
communist web (hacktivism) 

The web page of communists was attacked by the Anonymous movement hackers. 
They placed a sign saying voters of communists are “narrow-minded idiots” 

3.16   Trojan horse threatening with prosecution as a prank to extract money 
from people 

Trojan horse claiming that your computer has been blocked by the police, requiring a 
bailout. Violation of copyrights, manipulating with child pornography or spam 



spreading are stated to be a reason for paying a penalty. Number of people has been 
deceived any many of them paid. 

3.17   Harmful program from the Czech Republic locks users computers and 
asks for bailout 

Trojan horse blocks your computer and requires a text message sending at a cost of 99 
Czech crowns in return for an unlocking code. This Trojan horse is called 
ransomware and it has been revealed by the AVG Corporation. 

3.18   Czech hackers stole database from executors officers and published data 

Hackers managed to gain access to Chamber of executors web pages, they placed this 
database for free download on the internet. The responsibility was claimed by a group 
called Czechurity. 

3.19   Hackers took Aukro out of operation service on the weekend 

It was DDoS attack that put Aukro out of operation service for six hours. This attack 
affected this Czech portal, however, Polish portal called Datacentrum was the 
intended target 

3.20   Espionage software attacked governmental institution in the Czech 
Republic 

Espionage software MiniDuke attempted to gain secret information from 
governmental institutions in the Czech Republic. 

3.21   Czech news servers faced a cybernetic attack 

Novinky.cz and some other domestic news servers faced cybernetic attack of DDoS 
type. In this case, technicians did not detect any complaints from users, however, the 
attack lasted for a few hours and the slowdown of servers was obvious. 

3.22   Seznam.cz dealing with massive DDoS attack 

Company Seznam.cz dealt very well with a DDoS attack and this was thanks to active 
monitoring of the network. Seznam.cz cut off a part of the access to homepage from 
abroad, in order to avert the attack. 



3.23   Collapse of internet banking, another cybernetic attack targeted on banks 

Inaccessibility web pages and internet banking occurred, another DDoS attack 
regarding three biggest Czech banks. No organization has claimed the responsibility 
so far. 

3.24   Phone providers face massive cybernetic attacks 

Two of three domestic phone providers are facing DDoS attacks that have affected 
corporations T-mobile and Telefonica. 

3.25   Hackers have attacked UniCredit bank web pages the admin’s password 
was Banka123 

Group called Czechurity has claimed responsibility of this attack, this group posted a 
sing on their pages saying: “Unicreditgang: Welcome to our new web pages. We are 
sorry to inform you about a sad fact – all your money has been lost”. Hackers gained 
the access thanks to a very simple admin’s password. 

4 Anonymous 

Anonymous is a group of hackers which shoots down by DDoS attacks selected sites, 
often through software LOIC (Low Orbit Ion Cannon). Declaration calls for a 
spontaneous demonstrations size and capabilities Anonymous led to many public 
protests with a clear message about the need for information dissemination (in 2008 it 
was "Project Chanology", when Anonymous protested against the practice of 
Scientology in 2009, Anonymous together with Iranian hackers actively participated 
in the demonstrations at the time of the local presidential elections). 19th January 
2012, a group in response to the closure of popular website Megaupload number of 
successful attacks on servers FBI, White House, Universal Studios, MPAA, RIAA 
and others. 

Currently, the main subject of debate among Anonymous ACTA treaty aimed at 
protecting intellectual property on the Internet. In fact, it is only a contract that will 
help multinational corporations and people will not bring anything good. By 
Anonymous are in agreement ACTA laws that restrict human rights, freedom of 
speech and Anonymous by the normal procedure in the Czech Republic did not pass. 
As part of the agreement is secret, many people think that it is a part of the conspiracy 
theory of New World Order. Because of how the Czech government acts, and wants 
to sign ACTA is resistance of the population, Anonymous decided to attack the 
websites of Czech political parties. 
 



Conclusion 

How could you see in my paper, on the Czech Republic was committed twenty-five 
cyber-attacks and eight of them were made by hacktivist. Hacktivist in Czech 
Republic usually use anonymous blogging form and for example some kind of web 
tools such as IP masking. One of the most active movements in Czech Republic is 
Anonymous movement, which usually disagree or protested with ACTA agreement.  
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